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Survey Details
399 responses were collected from TBI partners’ end-user customers. 
To encourage prompt response and increase the overall response rate, 

a live link to the survey was included in the email invitation 
to route respondents directly to the online survey. 

Additionally, each respondent was given the opportunity to enter a drawing for 
Amazon gift cards and other prizes, such as Amazon Echos and iPads. 
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Survey Findings

Key technology interests and initiatives for 2018-2019
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 Deploying or investigating IoT as part of our business

 Contact Center

 ERP/EMR migrations

 SD-WAN migration

 Business continuity assessments

 Database management

 Phone system migration or upgrade (UCaaS/Hosted VoIP)

 Application management

 Optimize mobility security/spend

 Network optimization

 Endpoint security or management

 Hardware refresh or firewall upgrades

 Office 365 or Exchange migration or management

 Server migrations or cloud deployments

 Security assessments or improvements
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The top 3 priorities in 2019:
 • Security assessments or improvements
 • Server migrations or cloud deployments
 • Office 365 or Exchange migration/management.

Key technology interests and initiatives for 2018-2019

Analysis OPPORTUNITIES

Security assessments and professional services 
will be an area of big opportunity in 2019.

Start the conversation with customers about penetration 
testing and vulnerability scans to break into your customer’s 
security posture and make yourself a key resource as they 
continue the security conversation.
 
This is also a good time to remind your customers of the 
end-of-life of O365 and positioning yourself as a resource 
for migration/management services. 
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Survey Findings

Do you currently outsource your IT services?
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 Yes

 Both internal and outsourced

 No
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Survey findings suggest that more than 50% of 
respondents do not outsource their IT services; nearly 
40% have adopted a Hybrid model of outsourcing, and 
less than 10%s have completely outsourced their IT 
services.

Do you currently outsource your IT services?

Analysis OPPORTUNITIES

Moving from not outsourcing any 
IT services to Hybrid models will be 

a big opportunity in 2019.
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Survey Findings

Are you currently using a hosted VOIP or 
hosted contact center solution?
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 Other or have plans to deploy (please specify)

 Contact Center2

 Both

 VoIP

 Neither
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Survey findings suggest that nearly half of 
respondents are using neither hosted VoIP nor hosted 
while just over 30% of respondents are using VoIP 
solutions.

Are you currently using a hosted VOIP or 
hosted contact center solution?

Analysis OPPORTUNITIES

Less than 10% of respondents said they were 
using a solution making it a potential growth 

opportunity for 2019.
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Survey Findings

What is your primary driver behind technology upgrades within 
your company (such as UCaaS)?

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

 None of the Above/Other (please specify)

 Improved control and security

 Improve collaboration and business performance

 Cost optimization/savings
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For nearly 40% of respondents, cost  optimization/ 
savings is the primary driver behind technology 
upgrades within their company.

Improving collaboration and business performance 
and improving control and security follow with 
approximately 30% of respondents citing each as their 
primary drivers. 

What is your primary driver behind technology upgrades within 
your company (such as UCaaS)?

Analysis OPPORTUNITIES

The primary focus of customer conversations 
does not need to be price, rather focusing on 
value-selling, increasing efficiencies, and the 

long-term ROI of the solutions being sold. 
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Survey Findings

How often do you reassess your technology providers?

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

 Monthly

 Never

 Other (please specify)

 Quarterly

 Semi-Annually

 Annually
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More than half of respondents said that they reassess 
their technology providers annually, while 10%  
perform this assessment semi-annually. 

How often do you reassess your technology providers?

Analysis OPPORTUNITIES

Encouraging your customers to allow you to 
help them assess their technology providers 
quarterly or semi-annually could potentially 

create multiple opportunities in 2019.
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Survey Findings

How would you describe your disaster recovery plan?
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 Don't have one

 Tape Storage

 Dedicated

 Virtual Cloud

 Virtual Backup

 Physical
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Close to 30% of respondents indicated that they relied 
on physical backups for disaster recovery and roughly 
one quarter said they relied on either virtual backups 
or virtual cloud services.

How would you describe your disaster recovery plan?

Analysis OPPORTUNITIES

With only one-quarter of respondents indicating 
they’ve moved their backup services to 

the cloud, the ability to speak to and sell 
BaaS would open the door for numerous 

opportunities in 2019.
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Survey Findings

How often do you assess your breach response plan?

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

 Monthly

 Semi-annually

 Quarterly

 I don't assess my breach response plan

 Annually
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Nearly 40% of respondents said that they assess 
their breach response plan annually, while nearly one 
quarter said they do not perform assessments of their 
breach response plan.

How often do you assess your breach response plan?

Analysis OPPORTUNITIES

More than three-quarters of customers are not 
performing breach assessments; the ability 
to perform security assessments and help 
your customers establish or update their 

security protocols will be a big opportunity 
for partners in 2019.
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Survey Findings

What compliance requirements do you currently 
need to comply with? 
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 FERPA

 FISMA

 GLBA

 DON'T HAVE ONE/OTHER

 SOX

 GDPR

 PCI-DSS

 HIPAA



Partner Survey Report

Nearly half of respondents indicated they were 
required to comply with some sort of regulations.

Roughly one-quarter said that they were complying 
with HIPPA requirements.

Nearly 20% said that they were complying with PCI-
DSS requirements.

What compliance requirements do you currently 
need to comply with? 

Analysis OPPORTUNITIES

Less than 20% of respondents are 
complying with GDPR requirements giving 

partners an opportunity to help educate their 
customers and get their protocols up to speed. 

85% of respondents indicated that they are 
required to meet compliance regulations. 
This opens the door for partners to sell 

any number of compliant solutions, from 
security to UCaaS to CCaaS and more.
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Survey Findings

How would you describe your guidelines/plan for 
security policies?
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 Non-existent

 Very poor

 Poor

 Very strong

 Neutral/Needs improvement

 Strong



Partner Survey Report

Almost half of the respondents said that they 
have strong guidelines/ plans for security policies 
and another 40% said that they felt their security, 
guidelines/plans were neutral or needed improvement.

Only 3% of respondents felt that their plans were poor 
or very poor.

How would you describe your guidelines/plan for 
security policies?

Analysis OPPORTUNITIES

A big opportunity for partners in 2019 stems 
from the 40% of respondents who need 

assistance in designing their security plans. 

Partners can step in and offer consultation 
to help establish or update their customers’ 

security protocols.
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